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Mr. Woldeyesus Gezachew Fekadu
Founder and Owner
Gorgeous Solar Solution

Gorgeous Solar Solution, established in 2019, is a startup's last-mile renewable
energy distribution network. The company was founded to achieve ambitious
plans to electrify the entire country by 2025.

Gorgeous Solar Solution is an off-grid solution provider for rural communities
and a renewable energy gateway for people in need. The company has
developed a team of professional operators and project managers who take a
holistic, right-sized, and integrated approach to design, install, performance
monitor and reporting. Gorgeous also designs and supplies solar water pumps
for small house-holds farms and large scale commercial farms.

The company is interested in learning more about technological innovations in
Italy also in the field of agriculture for rural areas in Ethiopia.

Ms. Adem Sara Siraj
Research Consultant
Green Days Industries PLC

Green Days Industries PLC owns and operates a diversified portfolio of
renewable waste management solution totaling approximately 23 Millions (kg)
waste processing per year. Green Days offers recycling solutions which aid in
the development and creation of the circular economy.

Green Days Industries PLC utilizes superior technology to close the loop
between disposal and manufacturing. Breaking down plastics and rubber into
raw components while supplying clients with top quality regained raw
materials.

The company is interested in learning more about technological innovations in
Italy also in the field of agriculture and circular economy.



Ms. Tsenbelo Heaven Belihu 
Founder and CEO
Clean Addis Recycling Plc
Also dealing with coffee export (Topaze Coffee Company)

Clean Addis Recycling PLC is a privately owned company that works in the
recycling of dry waste materials. The company was established in 2017 and
has created several employment opportunities with the emphasis on
empowering women. The company works in collaboration with the Addis
Ababa City Dry Waste Management Agency. Currently, the company is
providing semi-processed recyclable waste products to several local
companies and is working towards becoming major exporter of processed
and semi-processed recyclable products for global customers.

In addition to waste management, the CEO also deals with agro-food
products, particularly with Ethiopian coffee production and export.

The entrepreneur is particularly interested in learning more about new
solutions and technologies implemented in Italy in the field of circular
economy and precision agriculture also useful for coffee production.


